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Introduction

This research explores the UK public’s usage of and attitudes toward cash. It considers how this has changed in recent years in the 
context of cost-of-living pressures. In particular, the research sought to understand:

▪ Current and expected future use of cash

▪ Reasons for using cash over other payment methods

▪ Support for different policy initiatives

▪ Interest in using alternative cash facilities

The findings are based on a nationally-representative online survey of 2,070 UK adults conducted by Global Counsel on behalf of Coinstar. 
Quotas and weights applied to ensure the sample is representative by age, gender, region and social grade. Fieldwork was completed 
between 2nd – 4th June 2023.

The report also compares findings with data from similar surveys conducted in June 2022 and September 2021.

Note that percentage totals may not always add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Interest in using alternative cash 

facilities appears widespread. Almost 

two-thirds (63%) of consumers say they 

would definitely or probably use a kiosk in 

a supermarket that enables them to 

deposit coins and notes into their bank 

accounts.

Almost all consumers use cash. As in 

2022, 94% use cash at least occasionally. 

Older and less affluent consumers are 

most likely to use cash all or most of the 

time.

Support for cash payment options is high 

– and increasing. There is overwhelming 

public support for the right to pay cash in 

different settings and increasingly 

widespread opposition to a cashless 

society. Attitudes toward the creation of a 

central bank digital pound are more 

mixed.

Key findings

1 2 3

There is a wide range of reasons for 

using cash. The most widespread reason is 

convenience, selected by 40% of cash 

users. Around a quarter (24%) of cash 

users do so to help them budget, rising to 

over half (53%) of frequent users.

Most consumers expect to maintain or 

increase their use of cash. Only 36% of 

consumers expect to use cash less often 

for in-person transactions in 12 months, 

down from 45% in 2022. By contrast, 45% 

expect to use cash as often and 12% 

expect to use it more often.

There has been particular reliance on 

cash in recent months. Around a quarter 

(27%) of consumers have taken cash from 

a coin jar/piggy bank to deposit in a bank 

branch or kiosk in a supermarket, while 

slightly fewer (21%) have increased their 

reliance on cash to help manage their 

finances.

4 5 6
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Support for cash payment options is high – and increasing
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8%

9%

7%
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Getting rid of all notes and coins

Getting rid of all coins

Getting rid of low denomination coins

Banning minimum limits on card spend in
all merchants

Banning all pay-to-use ATMs

The right to pay in cash in any transaction

The right to use cash to pay for car
parking

The right to pay in cash in all shops

The right to pay in cash in coffee
shops/cafes

The right to pay in cash for
food/groceries

Support for policy initiatives
% of UK adults supporting or opposing each initiative

Strongly support Somewhat support Somewhat oppose Strongly oppose Don't know

2023 2022 2021

+77% ~ ~

+75% ~ ~

+75% +74% +66%

+74% ~ ~

+71% +71% +62%

+53% +42% +40%

+28% +24% +26%

-14% -1% -1%

-67% -48% -45%

-69% -58% -50%

Net support*
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Interest in alternative cash facilities appears widespread
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5%

12%
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17%

12%

'Cashback' facilities at shops and supermarkets

A kiosk in a supermarket that enables you to
deposit coins and notes into your personal bank

account

'Banking hubs' that provide everyday banking
services for all major UK retail banks in a shared

branch location

Post Office counters that enable local residents
to deposit and withdraw cash

Likelihood of using cash facilities
% of UK adults selecting each option

Would definitely use Would probably use Would probably not use Would definitely not use Don't know

Total: would 

use

65%

65%

63%

60%
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Almost all consumers use cash at least occasionally

6%

21%

28%

29%

11%

4%

Never

Occasionally

Rarely

Some of the time

Most of the time

All of the time

Frequency of cash usage
% of UK adults selecting each option

17% 

of 55+ year olds 

are frequent cash 

users

19% 

of C2DE consumers 

are frequent cash 

users

15% 

of UK adults are 

frequent cash 

users
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There has been particular reliance on cash recently

Increased reliance on cash as 

a way to help budget and 

manage finances.

Increased the amount of cash 

saved at home.

Taken cash from a coin jar or 

piggy bank to deposit in a 

bank branch or kiosk.

Looked for cash that might 

have been forgotten around 

the home or car.

“In the last 6 months I have…”

21% of all UK adults 22% of all UK adults 25% of all UK adults 27% of all UK adults

49% of frequent cash users

27% of 18-34 year olds

25% of C2DE consumers

inc.

35% of frequent cash users

28% of 18-34 year olds

26% of students

inc.

42% of frequent cash users

34% of students

31% of 18-34 year olds

inc.

45% of students

37% of 18-34 year olds

30% of women

inc.
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There is a wide range of reasons for using cash

40%

28%

24% 23%

17%

13% 12%

4% 4%
2% 1%

ConveniencePeople I pay
in cash

prefer it

It helps me
to budget

It is part of
my habits

To protest
against

declining
cash

payment
options

It is more
private

It is more
secure

I am paid in
cash

I distrust
cards /
online

payments

I struggle
with cards /

online
payments

I do not
have a bank
account or

debit/credit
card

Reasons for using cash
% of UK adults who use cash at least occasionally selecting each option

53% 

of frequent cash 

users use it to help 

them budget
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Most consumers expect to maintain or increase cash use

5%

8%

45%

21%

15%

7%

Expected change in cash usage in 12 months
% of UK adults selecting each option*

Much more often Somewhat more often As often Somewhat less often Much less often Don't know

57% 
more or as often

(up from 52% in 

2022)

36% 
less often

(down from 

45% in 2022)

*Note that percentage totals may not always add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Attitudes to a central bank digital pound are mixed

6%

23%

18%28%

25%

Support for the creation of a central bank digital pound
% of UK adults supporting or opposing

Strongly support Somewhat support Somewhat oppose

Strongly oppose Don't know

Net support: -18%

More likely to 

support the creation 

of a digital pound

Less likely to support 

the creation of a 

digital pound

% strongly or somewhat supporting

Men (34%) Women (23%)

18-34 year olds (39%) 55+ year olds (19%)

ABC1s (31%) C2DEs (26%)

Infrequent cash users 

(29%)

Frequent cash users 

(23%)
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Although Global Counsel makes every attempt to obtain information from sources that we believe to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. Unless we have good 

reason not to do so, Global Counsel has assumed without independent verification, the accuracy of all information available from official public sources. No representation, warranty or undertaking, 

express or implied, is or will be given by Global Counsel or its members, employees and/or agents as to or in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein 

(or otherwise provided by Global Counsel) or as to the reasonableness of any assumption contained herein. Forecasts contained herein (or otherwise provided by Global Counsel) are provisional and 

subject to change. Nothing contained herein (or otherwise provided by Global Counsel) is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation as to the past or future. Any case studies and 

examples herein (or otherwise provided by Global Counsel) are intended for illustrative purposes only. This information discusses general industry or sector trends, general market activity and other 

broad economic, market or political conditions. It is not research or investment advice. This document has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation, 

invitation or an offer by Global Counsel or any of its members, employees or agents to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. No investment, divestment or other financial decisions 

or actions should be based on the information contained herein (or otherwise provided by Global Counsel). Global Counsel is not liable for any action undertaken or not undertaken on the basis of the 

information contained herein. No part of this material may be reproduced without Global Counsel’s consent.

Global Counsel

info@global-counsel.com

+44 [0]203 667 6500 

www.global-counsel.com

@global_counsel

Raphael Malek, r.malek@global-counsel.com 
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